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ABSTRACT: Iterative PET image reconstructions can improve quantitation accuracy by explic-
itly modeling photon-limited nature and physical effects of coincident photons. Geometric model
in iterative reconstructions defines the mapping between image and sinogram domains based on
scanners geometry, which affects the accuracy of image results and the convergence rate of recon-
struction algorithms. This paper examines the convergence rates of a reconstruction algorithm with
three PET geometric models: interpolative, area-based, and solid-angle. The iterative algorithm
used in this study is the maximum likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) algorithm. Ex-
perimental data are generated by the GATE package which simulates the Inveon microPET system.
The comparison of convergence rate is based on the plot of log-likelihood value versus iteration
number. From the plots of log-likelihood curves, the results from solid-angle model consistently
reach the highest values at early iterations. It means that the MLEM algorithm with the solid-angle
model will converge faster than the other two models. The experimental results indicate that the
solid-angle model is a favorable geometric model for faster iterative PET image reconstruction.
KEYWORDS: Image reconstruction in medical imaging; Gamma camera, SPECT, PET PET/CT,
coronary CT angiography (CTA)
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1 Introduction
Iterative image reconstructions have been shown to improve the quality of PET images through
their ability to accurately portrait the underlying physics that maps the source distribution into the
sinogram, and through their explicit modeling of the statistical variability of annihilation photon
pairs [1]. Many researches have also demonstrated that the iterative reconstructions could produce
improvements over the conventional filtered back-projection (FBP) methods based on a range of
performance metrics [1–3].
There are many factors contributing to the wider acceptance such as improved physical mod-
els for photon detection process, and better understanding of the properties of reconstruction al-
gorithms. One important component of all iterative reconstruction algorithms is the geometric
model, denoted by P matrix, with elements equal to the probability of detecting an emission from
each voxel at each detector pair. Multiplicative correction factors including detector sensitivity
and dead-time normalization and attenuation correction are readily included into this P matrix.
Therefore, the design of P matrix greatly affects the quantitative accuracy of reconstructed image
results [1–3].
Geometric models used in the literature range from simple linear-interpolative operation of
the type used in FBP. Probably the most commonly used model is the area-based geometric model
in which the contributions of each voxel to each detector-pair are proportional to the area of inter-
section of the voxel and the strip joining the two detectors [4]. A more accurate geometric model
is based on the calculation from the solid-angle spanned by a single voxel to the frontal faces of
detector pair [3]. The solid-angle model can include depth-dependent geometric sensitivities of
PET systems.
Another important component is the development of fast iterative algorithms [5, 6]. Most
of previous research efforts focused on novel design of fast numerical algorithms [6]. However,
the convergence rate of iterative reconstruction algorithms could also depends on the design of P
matrix. In this study, we investigate how the geometric models affect the convergence rate.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Maximum likelihood expectation maximization
Emission PET data y are typically modeled as a set of independent Poisson random variables
{yi, i = 1, . . . , I}. The random variable yi denote the number of coincidences between the i-th de-





Pi, jx j (2.1)
where P is the geometric projection matrix. Each element Pi, j equal to the probability that a photon
pair produced in voxel j reaches the front faces of the detector pair i in the absence of attenuation
and assuming perfect photon-pair colinearity and uniform sensitivity.





(−y¯i + yi ln y¯i) (2.2)
The PET image reconstruction is equivalent to find the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of x,
which searches for the optimal xML that maximizes the log-likelihood function. Shepp and Vardi
suggested the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to maximize the above log-likelihood











to solve the optimization problem iteratively. This algorithm is referred to as the maximum likeli-
hood expectation maximization (MLEM) algorithm.
2.2 Geometric models
In the work of Shepp and Vardi, they first suggested an area-based geometric model in which
the contribution of each voxel to each detector-pair is proportional to the intersection area of the
voxel and the strip jointing the two detectors [3, 4], as shown in figure 1(a). The computation of
these overlapping areas can be performed by sub-dividing each voxel into smaller sub-voxels and
counting the number of sub-voxels intersecting with each strip, as shown in figure 1(b).
Another popular geometric model is based on simple linear interpolation which is commonly
used in backward projection of FBP. Assume that the i-th and (i+ 1)-th bins intersect with voxel j
as illustrated in figure 2. Let d1 and d2 denote the distances from the center of voxel j to the center
of the i-th and (i + 1)-th bins, respectively. The probability ratio of Pi, j : Pi+1, j is equal to d2 : d1.
A major advantage of this approach is that the elements of projection matrix can be computed
on the fly.
The actual coincidence response changes in the solid-angle subtended by the voxel at the two
detectors [1, 2]. The elements of the geometric matrix are calculated from the solid-angle spanned
by the voxel j to the frontal faces of detector pair i as shown in figure 3(a). For voxels that are
small compared to the detector size, these factors can found using a solid-angle calculation at the
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Figure 1. Illustration of computing geometric factors based on the area of intersection of the voxel and the
strip jointing the two detectors. Shaded area in (a) denotes the overlapped area of the voxel and i-th bin.
(b) By subdividing the voxel into small boxes, the computation of these areas can be approximated by the
number of sub-voxels intersecting with each strip.
Figure 2. Computing geometric factors based on linear interpolation. Let two solid lines denote the center-
line of the i-th and (i+ 1)-th bins. d1 and d2 denote the distances from the center of voxel j to the center of
the i-th and (i+ 1)-th bins, respectively. The probability ratio of Pi, j : Pi+1, j is equal to d2 : d1.
center of each voxel, as shown in figure 3(b). For larger voxels (in figure 3(c)), a more accurate
result is found by subdividing the voxel and averaging the solid-angles computed for each of the
sub-voxels. Since we are interested in high-resolution small animal PET imaging, we only consider
the case which the voxel size is smaller than detector size.
3 Experiments and discussions
For the evaluation of convergence rate, we simulate a preclinical Siemens Inveon microPET system.
The PET system consists of 64(16×4) lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO) detector blocks arranged in
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Figure 3. Geometric factor computation based on solid-angle: illustration of the solid-angle subtended at
the detectors for a single voxel.
16 blocks per ring and 4 contiguous rings, with a 16.1 cm diameter and a 12.7 cm axial length. Each
detector block consists of a 20× 20 LSO crystal array of 1.51× 1.51× 10.00 mm3 elements. A
Monte Carlo simulation package, GATE [7], is used to generate PET sinograms of phantom study.
For the phantom study, we simulated three points located at 0 mm, 20 mm and 40 mm from the
center of field of view. The sizes of reconstructed images are 128×128 with voxel size 0.8175 mm.
The sinograms of point sources were reconstructed by the MLEM algorithm with three geometric
matrices: interpolative (IP), area-based (AB), and solid-angle (SA). The stopping rule of MLEM
was set according to 90% intensity recovery of point sources.
Figure 4 shows the plots of log-likelihood value versus iteration number for three point sources
at different locations. For every point source location, it is obvious that the curve of MLEM with
solid-angle model consistently reaches the highest value than the other two models at each iteration.
This indicates that MLEM algorithm with solid-angle model will converge faster than the other two
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Figure 4. Plots of the log-likelihood value versus iteration number for three point sources locating at: (a)
the center, (b) 20 mm off-center, (c) 40 mm off-center. Dashdotted, dashed and solid lines are corresponding
to interpolative, area-based and solid-angle models, respectively.
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models at early iterations, even though the curves of three geometric models will eventually merge
to the final maximum value of log-likelihood function.
It is worth of noting that the previous studies have also indicated that solid-angle model can
also produce better contrast recovery and compensate the depth-dependent sensitivity [1–3]. In
addition, similar faster convergence will be applicable to the type of iterative algorithms derived
from Poisson model of PET sinogram, such as ordered subsets expectation-maximization (OSEM)
algorithms [3, 5, 6].
4 Conclusion
The iterative PET image reconstruction using solid-angle geometric model has been previously
shown its ability achieve better quantitation accuracy [1–3]. In this work, the experimental re-
sults indicate that the solid-angle model is also a favorable geometric model for faster iterative
algorithms derived from the Poisson PET data modeling.
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